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Rocky Horror meets Star Wars and Star Trek!
Light sabers versus Phasers!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Greensburg, Pa - Oct 11, 2015 - Its time to do the Time Warp
again! Stage Right stages The Rocky Horror Show Live on Halloween weekend. Shows are
Oct 30 and 31 at 8pm and Midnight at the Greensburg Garden and Civic Center. Featured
in the cast this year are Kevin Daniel O’Leary returning from New York to once again play Dr.
Frank N Furter, newcomers Megan Poitras and Logan Farine (Pittsburgh) are Janet and Brad.
Another newcomer, Courtney Harkins will appear as Maganeta and Alex Noble and
Renata Marino return as Riff Raff and Columbia.
Choreographer Renata Marino: “All the new cast members and the theme has brought of
ton of really exciting energy to this years version. Plus, working with Kevin is very
exciting for everyone. His Frank is entirely his own, and people love it!”
This year’s theme is Star Wars versus Star Trek! Iconic characters from both famous film
franchises will be featured. The Rocky Horror Show tells the story of newlyweds Brad Majors
and Janet Weiss, who find themselves seeking shelter at a mysterious old castle on a dark and
stormy night, where they encounter the sinister Dr. Frank N Furter, who is about to bring his
perfect creation, Rocky, to life! What ensues is campy, naughty fun, and the best way to spend a
Halloween evening.
Director Tony Marino: “When you do the show every year, you feel the need to bring
something new to it. So we use themes, things that we can sneak into the story and
inform the costumes. The actual show takes place on the night of a party at Frank’s
place, so we make it a costume part and this year the them to that party is Star Wars
Versus Star Trek, with a few other surprises thrown in! As far as the audience, please
come dressed as your favorite Rocky character, or your favorite Science Fiction
character or just come as you! No matter what, you’re going to have a blast.”
Callbacks are encouraged, as always, and prop bags will be available for purchase for $5.
Tickets for this years production of The Rocky Horror Show Live are $25 for reserved
choice seating and $20 for General admission. You can get them by calling 724.832.7464 or
visiting us on line at www.stagerightgreensburg.com and ordering them from
ShowTix4U.

